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Abstract: Leakage incidents on LNG bunker vessels will result in a serious degree of hazard. This
paper investigates typical high-risk scenarios such as hose ruptures and valve joint leakages. The
consequences of an LNG leakage accident during the simultaneous operation of a bunker vessel
and a container carrier are simulated using the FLACS software, and the dispersion range of the
combustible vapor cloud is quantitatively analyzed under both ballast and laden conditions. Under
the ballast condition, the diffusion range of the combustible vapor cloud on the side of the bunker
vessel is 58 × 15.5 m from the front wall of the cargo equipment room to the bow of the vessel, and
35 × 9.5 m between the cargo equipment room and the transom of the vessel. Under the laden
condition, the diffusion range on the side of the bunker vessel is 58 × 15.5 m from the front wall of
the cargo equipment room to the bow of the vessel, and 15 × 4 m between the rear end wall of the
cargo equipment room and the front wall of the stern of the vessel. These results provide important
technical guidance and reference values for the safe operation of LNG bunker vessels.

Keywords: LNG leakage; bunker vessel; container carriers; dispersion range; combustible vapor cloud

1. Introduction

LNG is a colorless liquid in its liquid state. The main components are usually methane,
ethane, propane, butane, pentane, and nitrogen, and its density is about 45% of that of
water. Once a LNG leakage accident occurs, a small amount of liquid can produce a large
amount of gas. In general, its volume is about 1/625 of the volume of the same amount
of gaseous natural gas. The vaporized gas first flows along the surface of the ground
until it has been heated up from the atmosphere. When the temperature of pure methane
rises to −113 ◦C, or the temperature of LNG rises to −80 ◦C, it will be less dense than the
surrounding air, causing the mixture to move upward. Subsequently, there will be fog
clouds due to the condensation of water vapor in the atmosphere.

LNG bunker vessels provide an important means of fueling LNG-powered vessels
and promote the use of clean fuels for vessels, which is vital in achieving the strategic
goal of carbon neutrality and carbon peaking [1]. As fuel carriers for marine LNG, bunker
vessels share many characteristics of ordinary LNG carriers. However, the nature of their
work means that they are subject to frequent LNG cargo operations and travel through
heavily trafficked waters (e.g., anchorages, ports), making them subject to greater risks than
ordinary LNG carriers. In the event of a spill from an LNG bunker vessel, serious damage
to the ship’s personnel, hull, equipment, and facilities will occur. According to incomplete
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statistics, LNG bunker vessels are responsible for relatively few casualties, accounting for
about 8% of total marine accidents compared with 16% for liquid cargo tanks. However,
various accidents on LNG bunker vessels account for up to 30% of equipment or system
damage and 38% of damage to hull structures [2].

Various studies have examined the consequences of LNG spill accidents [3–5]. For
example, Pareek [6] carried out dynamic simulations of the hazard consequences of LNG
vessel-to-vessel refueling and studied the diffusion behavior of combustible vapor clouds
and fire radiation hazards depending on the leakage location. Lehr and Simecek-Beatty [7]
carried out a comparative analysis of LNG spill fires and crude oil spill fires and performed
a quantitative risk assessment of several aspects of such accidents. Shi [8] used fault tree
analysis to conduct a risk analysis of the loading and unloading process of CNG carriers.
Based on the design principles and expected functions of the risk index of CNG carriers, a
mathematical model was established according to risk evaluation theory and index theory.
Meanwhile, a method for determining the model weights was proposed. Jiao et al. [9]
analyzed the consequences and risks of LNG storage tank leakages considering wind speed,
surface roughness, leakage rate, and other factors, and identified the relevant hazard areas.
Xu et al. [10] performed numerical simulations of LNG leaks from LNG filling barges
by establishing a simplified point source model and a solid flame model. An ignition
source near the liquid pool in a 1.0 m × l.0 m × 0.6 m liquid collection tray was selected
as the initial scenario. In addition, the hazard distance formed by igniting the liquid
pool was investigated. However, to date, no quantitative analysis of the consequences of
typical high-risk scenarios during the simultaneous operation of LNG refueling barges has
been reported.

This paper investigates the leakage consequences during the simultaneous operation
of an LNG bunker vessel and a container carrier. Based on the FLACS software, we
quantified the spread of combustible vapor clouds under typical high-risk scenarios such as
hose ruptures and leakages at valve joints, both under ballast and laden conditions of the
container carrier. The results provide important technical guidance and reference values
for the safe simultaneous operation of LNG bunker vessels.

2. Numerical Calculation Model
2.1. Governing Equations

The diffusion process of a combustible gas leakage should satisfy the equations of mass
conservation, momentum conservation, energy conservation, and chemical component
balance. The partial differential form of each conservation equation can be expressed by
the following equation [11–13]:

∂

∂t
(ρϕ) +

∂

∂xj
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∂xj
(ρΓϕ

∂ϕ
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) + Sϕ (1)

where ϕ is the generic solution variable, namely the mass, momentum, energy, or chemical
components; ρ is the gas density, kg/m3; t is time, s; uj is the velocity vector in the j
direction, m/s; xj is the length coordinate in the j direction, m; Γϕ is the diffusion coefficient;
Sϕ is the source term.

Turbulence has an important influence on the diffusion process of a gas leakage. The
high accuracy and small cost of the k-ε model makes it sufficient for most engineering
needs. Thus, the standard k-ε model is often used to describe turbulence in the diffusion
process through the following expressions [14–16]:
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where k is the turbulent kinetic energy, m2/s2; ε is the turbulent dissipation rate, m2/s3; βv
is the bulk porosity; βj is the surface porosity in the j direction; µeff is the effective viscosity
of the fluid, Pa·s; Pk is the generation term of the turbulent kinetic energy, N; Pε is the
generation term of the turbulent dissipation rate, N; σk and σε are the Prandtl–Schmidt
numbers; C2 = 1.92 is the model constant.

2.2. Leakage Model
2.2.1. Gas-Phase Leakage

The leakage flow rate depends on the flow state of the gas in the pipeline. The critical
pressure ratio (CPR) is introduced to describe the flow state of the gas at the leakage
point [17]:

CPR =
P2

Pc
= (

2
r + 1

)

r
r−1

(4)

When the gas pressure in the pipeline is less than the critical pressure, the combustible
gas leak forms a subsonic flow, and then the leak flow rate is as follows [17]:

Q = C0 AP1

√√√√2M
RT

r
r− 1

[(
P2

P1

) 2
r
−
(

P2

P1

) r+1
r
]

(5)

When the gas pressure in the pipeline is greater than the critical pressure, the com-
bustible gas leak forms a supersonic flow, and then the leak flow rate is as follows [17]:

Q = C0 AP1

√√√√ rM
RT

(
2

r + 1

) r+1
r−1

(6)

where Q is the mass flow rate, kg/s; A is the area of the leakage port, m2; P1 is the leakage
pressure, Pa; P2 is the ambient pressure, Pa; r is the gas adiabatic index; M is the molar
mass of gas, g/mol; R = 8314 is the gas constant, J/(kmol·K); T is the pipe gas temperature,
K; C0 is the leakage port diffusion coefficient.

2.2.2. Liquid-Phase Leakage

When the energy required for flash evaporation is less than the heat of evaporation
of the liquid, the leaking liquid will not flash. Thus, the instantaneous leakage is as
follows [18]:

Q = ρC0 A

√
2
(

P0

ρ+ghL

)
(7)

where Q is the mass flow rate, kg/s; A is the area of the leakage port, m2; ρ is the
liquid density, kg/m3; P0 is the ambient pressure, Pa; g is the gravitational accelera-
tion; hL is the distance between the leak and the liquid level, m; C0 is the leakage port
diffusion coefficient.

For volatile liquids, the mass flow rate of evaporation in the liquid pool is expressed
as follows [18]:

Q =
MKAPsat

RTL
(8)

where Q is the mass flow rate, kg/s; K is the mass transfer coefficient, M is the molar mass
of liquid, g/mol; Psat is the saturated vapor pressure of the liquid, Pa; R is the gas constant,
J/(kmol·K); TL is the liquid temperature, K.
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2.3. Diffusion Model

The diffusive motion of the liquid pool is based on the two-dimensional shallow-water
equation, which is expressed as follows [19–21]:

∂h
∂t

+
∂hui
∂xi

=

.
mL −

.
mV

ρl
(9)

Under the conservation of momentum, Equation (7) becomes
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where,
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1
8

f f ui|ui| (11)

The friction factor for laminar flow is as follows:

f f ,lam =
64

4Reh
(12)

For turbulent flow, the friction factor is determined by the following equations:
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f f = max( f f ,lam, f f ,turb) (14)

For cryogenic liquids (e.g., liquid nitrogen and LNG), where there is an exchange of
heat and mass, the ground heat transfer is usually controlled by the following equation:

.
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The evaporative heat transfer equation is
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(16)

and the convective heat transfer equation is

.
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In the event of exposure to sunlight, the ambient heat transfer is expressed as

.
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and the mass lost due to evaporation is determined by
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where εg is the ground roughness; λg is the ground thermal conductivity; αg is the ground
thermal diffusion coefficient; tgw is the time from the start of leakage of the liquid to contact
with the ground; ω is the albedo; εg and εp are the emission coefficients of the surrounding
gas and liquid pool, respectively; σ is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant.

2.4. Physical and Computational Models

The main parameters of an 8500 m3 LNG bunker vessel are detailed in Table 1 and the
main scale parameters of 14,800 TEU series dual-fuel container carriers are displayed in
Table 2. Based on these parameters, 3D models were established using the FLACS software,
as shown in Figures 1 and 2. The model of the hose connection between the two vessels
is shown in Figure 3. As can be seen from Figure 2, each bay position on the container
vessel is 12.2 m 40 wide, with a gap of 1.2 m between bays. BAY2–BAY22 are located before
the bow building, BAY22–BAY26 are located either side of the bow building, BAY26 is the
bay position at which the bunkering station is located, BAY26–BAY70 lie between the bow
building and the stern building, and BAY74–BAY86 are located after the stern building.
There are 16 large container deep-water berths in Yantian Port. The total length of the inlet
channel from the mouth of Dapeng Bay to the Yantian Port area is about 26 km, with a
channel depth of 17.4 m and a channel width of 400 m. A three-dimensional model based
on the FLACS satellite map of Yantian Port II is shown in Figure 4.

Table 1. Main parameters of the LNG bunker vessel.

Main Parameters Value

Overall length × width × depth 119.30 × 19.8 × 11 m
Laden draught 6.475 m

Ballast draft 4.264 m
Laden Displacement 11,109 t

Ballast discharge 6729 t
No.1–No.2 Type C Independent Liquid Cargo

Hold 4100 m3/4100 m3

Tubes Interface
form Caliber (“) Quantity

(single side)

Distance to
tail plumb

line (m)

Distance
from

baseline (m)

Liquid Phase
Tubes Flange 8 2 86.4/83.4 16.03

Gas phase
tubes Flange 8 1 84.9 16.03

Range of flat sections of the hull Laden (m) Ballast (m)
Distance from stern plumb line to the rear intersection point of

parallel mid-body/waterline 9.00 21.46

Distance between parallel mid-body/waterline forward
intersection and bow and stern plumb lines 80.07 75.50
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Table 2. Main scale parameters of 14,800 TEU-injected vessels.

Main Parameters Value

Overall length × width × depth 366 × 51 × 29.85 m
Design draught 14.524 m
Structural draft 16.024 m

Ballast draft 8.27 m
Design Draft Displacement 180,331 t
Ballast Draft Displacement 90,279 t

Type B Independent Liquid Cargo Tank 12,000 m3

Liquid Cargo Tank Evaporation Rate BOR 0.17%
LNG bunkering station

interface spread pattern L-V-L

Tubes Interface
form Caliber (“) Quantity

(single side)

Distance to
tail plumb

line (m)

Distance
from

baseline (m)

Liquid Phase
Tubes Flange 8 2 231.55/235.75 32.448

Gas phase
tubes Flange 12 1 233.75 32.448

Range of flat sections of the hull Design draft
(m) Ballast draft

Distance from stern plumb line to the rear intersection point of
parallel mid-body/waterline 57.20 120.28

Distance between parallel mid-body/waterline forward
intersection and bow and stern plumb lines 265.88 247.01
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The FLACS software was used to grid the area where the gas phase or liquid phase
may diffuse. The leakage area was taken as the core area and was considered separately
according to the leakage location of each condition. The core area has a dimension of
4 × 4 × 4 m. The area covered by the gas cloud is taken as the extended area [22], having
an overall dimension with 600 × 100 × 80 m. To ensure a reasonable calculation speed
with acceptable calculation accuracy, the grid edge length of the core area was taken as the
variable for grid sensitivity calculations. The results show that a grid edge length of 0.5 m
for the core region is reasonable. The grid edge length of the core region is greater than the
leakage radius, so virtual spout technology was used to ensure the calculation accuracy. In
the core region and the extended region, a smooth function transition with a scale factor of
1.2 was applied, and the maximum grid size of the extended region was set to 5 m. The
specific grid division is shown in Figure 5. In FLACS, CFLC and CFLV are usually adopted
to represent the time step. According to the FLACS user’s manual, CFLC and CFLV are
usually set as 20 and 2 for the dispersion simulation, respectively [22].
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2.5. Initial and Boundary Conditions

In this paper, the high-risk scenarios, such as hose ruptures and leakages at valve
joints, are mainly considered. To analyze the diffusion range of combustible gas cloud,
the quantitative risk assessments for typical scenarios are conducted, such as liquid-phase
hose leakage, gas-phase hose leakage, leakage at the bunkering station flange joints of the
bunker vessel, and leakage at the bunkering station flange joints of the receiving vessel.
Considering that a unit volume of LNG will be vaporized to produce 600 times the volume
of NG after leakage, a liquid-phase leakage at the bunkering station flange will produce
more NG and spread further than a gas-phase leakage under the same conditions. Thus,
only the liquid-phase flange joint leakage at the bunkering station is considered in this
paper. In summary, four typical scenarios for quantitative analysis of the consequences
of LNG leakage are selected, including leakage from a gas-phase hose, leakage from a
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liquid-phase hose, leakage from a bunkering station flange joint on the bunker vessel, and
leakage from a bunkering station flange joint on the receiving vessel.

The basic calculation parameters for each leakage scenario are as follows: the pipeline
arrangement includes two liquid stages and one gas stage (i.e., L-V-L); the gas-phase/liquid-
phase pipes and joints measure 20 cm in diameter (i.e., the DN 200 standard); the trans-
mission pressure is controlled within 10 bar; the Emergency Shutdown Device (i.e., ESD)
response time is taken as the maximum time required by the specification of 30 s, and the
gas leakage detection time is taken as 30 s. Consequently, the cumulative leakage time is
60 s for conservative consideration. The height difference on the filling pipe (bunker vessel
full, receiving vessel ballast) is about 8.6 m (receiving vessel higher than bunker vessel),
and the difference in elevation under the filling pipe (bunker vessel ballast, receiving
vessel full) is about 17.3 m (receiving vessel higher than bunker vessel). According to the
relevant standards [23–26], the volume concentration of combustible gas in air was selected
as 50% of the lower combustible limit (i.e., 2.5% for methane) as the diffusion boundary
acceptance criterion.

3. Quantitative Analysis of Leakage Consequences
3.1. Leakage from Gas-Phase Hose

Scenario 1 is a leak in the filling gas-phase hose. The leakage location is shown in
Figure 6. According to the relevant databases [27–29], a typical leakage diameter of 10% of
the hose diameter (i.e., 20 mm) was selected. The cumulative leakage time is 60 s, and 2.5%
of the volume concentration of methane in air was chosen as the diffusion boundary. The
wind velocities in the sixteen wind directions of a wind rose diagram were considered, as
well as the six leakage directions relative to the leakage opening: vertical up (+Z), vertical
down (−Z), horizontal left (+X), horizontal right (−X), vertical vessel-side outboard (+Y),
and negative vertical vessel-side outboard (−Y). The simulation results for this scenario
under ballast and laden conditions are shown in Figures 7 and 8, respectively.
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Figure 7. Scenario 1 Spread of combustible vapor cloud under no-load conditions: (a) Top view;
(b) Side view.

As can be seen from Figure 7, under the ballast condition of the container carrier,
the shallow draft of the container carrier and the large height difference between the two
vessels mean that most of the combustible vapor cloud accumulates at the side of the
receiving vessel. Part of the vapor cloud spread to the deck of the bunker vessel and a small
amount spread to the deck of the receiving vessel, reaching a distance of six box positions
inwards at BAY26 (the bay at which the refueling station is located) and three box positions
inwards at BAY30 (i.e., one bay after the refueling station). The maximum spread of the
combustible vapor cloud extends 87 m in the vessel length direction and 31 m in the vessel
width direction.

As shown in Figure 8, under the laden condition of the container carrier, the container
carrier has a deeper draft and the height difference between the two vessels is smaller
than when the container carrier is empty. The combustible vapor cloud leaking from the
container carrier accumulates in the sandwich channel of the two vessels and spreads to the
deck of the bunker vessel. The highest point of the vapor cloud reaches two container layers
above the bunker vessel at BAY26 and BAY30. The maximum spread of the combustible
vapor cloud is 127 m in the vessel length direction and 31 m in the vessel width direction.
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3.2. Leakage from Liquid-Phase Hose

Scenario 2 is a leak in the liquid-phase filling hose at the location shown in Figure 9.
According to the relevant databases [27–29], the typical leakage diameter is 10% of the hose
diameter, namely 20 mm. The cumulative leakage time is 60 s, and 2.5% of the volume
concentration of methane in air is chosen as the diffusion boundary. Considering the
wind velocities in the sixteen wind directions of the wind rose diagram, the direction of
liquid-phase LNG leakage is vertically downwards. The simulation results for this scenario
are shown in Figures 10 and 11 for the ballast and laden conditions, respectively.

As shown in Figure 10, under the ballast condition of the container carrier, the shallow
draft of the container carrier and the large difference in height between the two vessels
mean that the combustible vapor cloud leaks and accumulates on the side of the bunker
vessel and does not spread to the deck of the recipient vessel. The maximum length of the
combustible vapor cloud reaches 230 m in the vessel length direction and 30 m in the vessel
width direction.
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Figure 11. Scenario 2 Range of combustible vapor cloud dispersion under laden conditions: (a) Top
view; (b) Side view.

As shown in Figure 11, if the liquid-phase hose breaks when the container carrier is
laden, the leaking LNG will form a strong heat exchange effect with the water, generating a
large amount of NG and forming a combustible vapor cloud. The combustible vapor cloud
spreads between the mezzanines of the two vessels and onto the deck of the bunker vessel
but fails to reach the deck of the receiving vessel. The vapor cloud spreads up to 227 m in
the vessel length direction and 30 m in the vessel width direction.

3.3. Leakage at the Bunkering Station Flange Joints of Bunker Vessel

Scenario 3 considers a leak at a flange joint of the bunkering station of a bunker vessel,
the location of which is shown in Figure 12. Based on the relevant databases [27–29], a
typical leakage diameter of 30 mm and a cumulative leakage time of 60 s are selected, and
2.5% of the volume concentration of methane in the air is chosen as the diffusion boundary.
The direction of the liquid-phase LNG leakage is vertically downwards, considering the
wind velocity in the sixteen wind directions of the rising wind diagram. The simulation
results for the ballast and laden conditions are shown in Figures 13 and 14, respectively.
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As can be seen from Figure 13, under the ballast condition of the container carrier,
the shallow draft of the container carrier and the large height difference between the two
vessels mean that the combustible vapor cloud leaks and accumulates on the side of the
bunker vessel but does not spread to the deck of the receiving vessel. The maximum extent
of the combustible vapor cloud is 219 m in the vessel length direction and 25.5 m in the
vessel width direction.

As can be seen from Figure 14, when the container carrier is laden, if a leak occurs in
a flange joint of the bunkering station of the bunker vessel, the combustible vapor cloud
formed by the leak spreads along the inside of the sandwich channel of the two vessels and
a small amount spread to the deck of the bunker vessel. The vapor fails to reach above the
deck of the receiving vessel. The maximum spread of the combustible vapor cloud is 330 m
in the vessel length direction and 25.5 m in the vessel width direction.

When comparing the empty and laden conditions of the container carrier, there is a
significant difference in the diffusion range of the combustible vapor cloud along the side
of the bunker vessel. This is caused by changes in the local wind field and wind shear
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(i.e., distribution of wind speed in space) resulting from the change in the height difference
between the two vessels, which affects the extent of combustible vapor cloud dispersion.

3.4. Leakage at the Bunkering Station Flange Joints of Receiving Vessel

Scenario 4 considers a leak at a flange joint of the bunkering station of the receiving
vessel, the location of which is shown in Figure 15. Based on the relevant databases [27–29],
a typical rupture diameter of 30 mm and a cumulative leakage time of 60 s were selected,
and 2.5% of the volume concentration of methane in the air was chosen as the diffusion
boundary. Considering the wind velocity in the sixteen wind directions of the wind
rose diagram, the direction of liquid-phase LNG leakage is vertically downwards. The
simulation results for the ballast and laden conditions are shown in Figures 16 and 17,
respectively.
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view; (b) Side view.

As can be seen from Figure 16, when a leak occurs in a flange joint of the bunkering
station on the container carrier under ballast conditions, the leaking LNG will evaporate
in large quantities to produce NG, forming a combustible vapor cloud. The combustible
vapor cloud spreads upwards to the deck of the receiving vessel and runs through all the
container positions of BAY26 and BAY30, as well as approximately six container positions
inwards of BAY34 (i.e., two bays after the bunkering station), two container positions
inwards of BAY38 (i.e., two bays after the bunkering station) and BAY42 (i.e., four bays
after the bunkering station), four container positions inwards of BAY22 (i.e., one bay before
the bow building), and two container positions inwards of BAY18 (i.e., two bays before
the bow building). The combustible vapor cloud spreads downwards into the mezzanine
areas of the two vessels and onto the deck of the bunker vessel. The maximum spread of
the combustible vapor cloud is 185 m in the vessel length direction and 76 m in the vessel
width direction.

As shown in Figure 16, under the laden working conditions of the container carrier,
when there is a leak at a flange joint of the bunkering station of the receiving vessel, the
combustible vapor cloud will spread to the container deck through all the box positions
of BAY26 and BAY30, about one box position inwards at BAY34 and BAY38, about six
box positions inwards at BAY22, and about one box position inwards at BAY18, BAY14,
BAY10 (i.e., four bays before the bow building), and BAY6 (i.e., five bays before the bow
building). On the bunker vessel side, a small amount of vapor spreads to the deck and the
rest spreads to the sandwich channel of the two vessels and the bow of the bunker vessel.
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The maximum spread of the combustible vapor cloud is 223 m in the vessel length direction
and 90 m in the vessel width direction.

4. Results and Discussion

Under the ballast conditions of the container carrier, the spread of the combustible
vapor cloud (i.e., 2.5%~15%) in the four scenarios is shown in Figure 18. The combustible
vapor cloud on the receiving vessel penetrates all the bins of BAY26 and BAY30; through
about six bins of BAY34; through about 22 bins of BAY18, BAY38, and BAY42; through about
four bins of BAY22; and through about one bin of BAY14. The vessel-side combustible
vapor cloud forms a rectangular area of approximately 58 m in length and 15.5 m in width
between the forward wall of the cargo equipment room and the bow of the vessel. A
rectangular area that was approximately 35 m in length and 9.5 m in width formed between
the cargo equipment room and the transom of the vessel.
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Figure 18. Combustible vapor cloud dispersion range for four scenarios under no-load conditions.

Under the laden working condition of the container carrier, the diffusion range of
the combustible vapor cloud (2.5%~15%) in the four scenarios is shown in Figure 19. The
combustible vapor cloud on the receiving vessel runs through the whole bow building;
through all the box positions of BAY26 and BAY30, through BAY22 for about six box
positions, and through BAY34, BAY38, and BAY6 to BAY18 for about one box position. The
vessel-side combustible vapor cloud forms a rectangular area of approximately 58 m in
length and 15.5 m in width between the forward wall of the cargo equipment room and
the bow of the vessel. A rectangular area of approximately 15 m in length and 4 m in
width forms between the aft wall of the cargo equipment room and the forward wall of the
vessel’s stern building. The combustible vapor cloud on the quayside forms a rectangular
area 10 m in length from the container carriers and 10 m in width from the bow building,
with the addition of two container spaces.
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In summary, the restricted area is defined as a rectangular area with a total length of
330 m (i.e., 165 m from the side of the bunkering ship to the bow direction of the bunkering
station and 165 m along the stern direction) and a width of 30 m. In the restricted area,
only authorized personnel are allowed to enter, and the warning signs should be set up.
In addition, it is recommended that the operations that may generate electrostatic sparks
should be prohibited. Furthermore, ventilation and air intake system entrances try to avoid
the entry of combustible gas. If there is a breathable system entrance to the enclosed space,
it is recommended that a temporary combustible gas detector is installed near the entrance
during the filling operation. Moreover, it is recommended that no ash blowing operations
are allowed during the filling operation to prevent the NG from igniting accidental leakage.

5. Conclusions

(1) When the gas-phase hose is broken and leaking, the maximum diffusion range of
combustible vapor cloud is 87 × 31 m under the ballast condition of container carrier and
127 × 31 m under the laden condition.

(2) When the liquid-phase hose is broken and leaking, the maximum diffusion range
of combustible vapor cloud is 227 × 30 m under the ballast condition of container carrier
and 230 × 30 m under the laden condition.

(3) When there is a leak at a flange joint of the bunkering station of bunker vessel, the
maximum diffusion range of combustible vapor cloud is 219 × 25.5 m under the ballast
condition of container carrier and 330 × 25.5 m under the laden condition.

(4) When there is a leak at a flange joint of the bunkering station of receiving vessel,
the maximum diffusion range of combustible vapor cloud is 185 m× 76 m under the ballast
condition of container carrier and 223 × 90 m under the laden condition.
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